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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

JP-TSS101-R SEMIAUTOMATIC THERMOSEALING MACHINE WITHOUT
MOLD, for PREFORMED TRAYS with MAXIMUM SIZE of
mm 205x150x100h, V.230/1, kw 0,55, dimensions mm
240x390x500h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



SEMIAUTOMATIC BENCH THERMAL SEALER for TRAYS, WITHOUT MOLDS:

Made for packaging in PREFORMED TRAYS with MAXIMUM size of 205x150x100h mm seal with transparent FILM;
Built in stainless steel and anodized aluminum ;
Teflon-coated aluminum sealing plate with electronic temperature control (0°- 200°);
Nine storable welding PROGRAMS;
Acoustic and luminous alarm at the end of the cycle;
Motorized automatic welding, powered only by electricity;
The sealing cycle is activated automatically with the mold fully inserted;
The closing film is dragged automatically by inserting the mold into the machine and is then automatically cut at the end of the
sealing cycle ;
Film reel maximum dimensions : length 150 mm - diameter 160 mm.

OPERATION'
Insert the tray into the mold placed on the guides,
Push the mold to the bottom towards the machine by gripping the athermal handle,
At that point the welding cycle starts automatically,
At the sound of the beep you can extract the mold and remove the welded tray.

OPTIONALS - ACCESSORIES :
INFINITY mould, ADJUSTABLE for trays, patented, ADAPTABLE with an operation of 3 seconds , to 12 different FORMATS;
On request: Design of molds for customized trays;
Carter protect Film;
Micro-Puncher group for film (necessary when you want to pack very hot products that emit a lot of steam).

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,55

net weight (Kg) 20

breadth (mm) 240
depth (mm) 390
height (mm) 500

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

JP-DA000098

Drilling group
Drilling group for TSS101-R TSM101-R
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JP-DS0137

Technochef - INFINITY 1 MOLD for Thermosealer
modd.TSM101-R and TSS101-R
INFINITY 1 Adjustable Mold - seals 190x137 cardboard
and polypropylene trays, the 137x125 format in
cardboard and the 137x95 format in polypropylene.
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